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HS

(1st in
series)
MS/HS

All the Bright Places by Jennifer Niven

Carry On by Rainbow Rowell

Theodore Finch is fascinated by death, and he constantly
thinks of ways he might kill himself. But each time,
something good, no matter how small, stops him. Violet
Markey lives for the future, counting the days until
graduation, when she can escape her Indiana town and her
aching grief in the wake of her sister’s recent death. But as
Violet’s world grows, Finch’s begins to shrink.

Simon Snow is the worst chosen one who's ever been
chosen. That's what his roommate, Baz, says. And Baz
might be evil and a vampire and a complete git, but he's
probably right. Companion novel to
 Fangirl by Rowell,
this is Simon’s story.

HS

The Girl From Everywhere by Heidi Heilig

I Was Here by Gayle Forman

Nix has spent her entire life aboard her father’s ship,
sailing across the centuries, across the world, across myth
and imagination, as long as he had a map for it. But the
end to it all looms closer every day. Her father is
obsessed with obtaining the one map that could take him
back to his lost love, Nix’s mother. Nix could find herself,
find her family, find her own fantastical ability, her own
epic love. Or she could disappear.

When her best friend Meg dies alone in a motel room,
Cody is understandably shocked and devastated. She
and Meg shared everything—so how was there no
warning? But when Cody travels to Meg’s college town
to pack up the belongings left behind, she discovers
everything she thought she knew about her best friend
and her death is questionable.

HS

Outrun the Moon by Stacey Lee

MS/HS

San Francisco, 1906: 15-year-old Mercy Wong is
determined to break from the poverty in Chinatown, &
an education at St. Clare’s School for Girls is her best
hope. On April 18, a historic earthquake rocks San
Francisco, destroying Mercy’s home and school. Mercy
can’t sit by while they wait for the army to bring help. But
what can one teenage girl do to heal so many suffering in
her broken city?

Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo

(1st in
duology)
MS/HS

The Smell of Other People’s Houses
by Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock

MS/HS

Ruth has a secret that she can't hide forever. Dora
wonders if she can ever truly escape where she comes
from, even when good luck strikes. Alyce is trying to
reconcile her desire to dance, with the life she's always
known on her family's fishing boat. Hank and his brothers
decide it's safer to run away than to stay home--until one
of them ends up in terrible danger.
Four very different lives are about to become entangled.

Still Life With Tornado by A.S. King

HS

A talented 16-year-old artist slowly discovers the
history of domestic violence behind why her brother
left the family years earlier, and why she suddenly
cannot make art. Insightful, heartbreaking, and
ultimately hopeful, this is a vivid portrait of abuse,
survival, resurgence that will linger with readers long
after the last page.

Tell Me Three Things by Julie Buxbaum

Thicker Than Water by Kelly Fiore

Sixteen-year old Jessie, still grieving over her mother's
death, must move from Chicago to "The Valley," with a
new stepfamily but no new friends until an anonymous
fellow student emails and offers to help her navigate the
school's treacherous social waters.

Cecelia Price killed her brother. At least, that's what
the police and the district attorney are saying.
Although CeCe is now locked up and forced into
treatment, she knows the story is much more
complicated.

HS

HS

This Is Where It Ends by Marieke Nijkamp

HS

Ketterdam: a bustling hub of international trade where
anything can be had for the right price. Six dangerous
outcasts: a convict, a sharpshooter, a runaway, a spy, a
heartrender & a thief. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew
is the only thing that might stand between the world
and destruction--if they don't kill each other first.

Minutes after the principal of Opportunity High School in

Alabama finishes her speech welcoming the student body
to a new semester, they discover that the auditorium
doors will not open and someone starts shooting as four
teens, each with a personal reason to fear the shooter,
tell the tale from separate perspectives.



The Treatment by Suzanne Young

Sequel to: The Program. Working with rebels to bring
down The Program, a suicide prevention treatment in
which painful memories are erased, Sloane and James
consider taking The Treatment to unlock their
memories.
(2nd in
series) HS
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